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Dr. McManamon's letter (dated July 24, 2000) solicits additional information (beyond
that submitted in the February 2000 CCT Claim document) on several topics specific to
Plateau archaeology. Those topics are described beginning in paragraph five of his July
24, 2000 letter and are enumerated one through three below corresponding with
paragraphs five through seven of the letter. Questions raised regarding oral history and
traditional cultural knowledge are addressed by Guy Moura under separate cover.

Topic One - Seasonal versus continuous occupation of Marmes Rockshelter

Dr. McManamon makes a good point on this topic, questioning whether the pattern of
continuity demonstrated by the presence of cultural materials and their interpreted

,_ activities might not be indicative of seasonal occupation rather than continuous

\/_., occupation of the rockshelter over time. He notes that more recent study of other
, rockshelter archaeological sites largely have concluded this. We note that Marmes

/ ,._ Rockshelter was excavated more than 30 years ago, using the techniques considered

'./_ _ standard at that time. Those standards did not call for the same level of control inexcavation as would be applied today, nor would most of the sediments within Marmes
 50'

c__ Rockshelter have benefited from such precision. The principal sediment in the Marmes
Rockshelter was roof fall rock, always angular to subangular and varying in size from

b_, gravel to boulders. Smaller grain sediments in the site, almost exclusively present as a
k__ (_ result of wind, sift downward during excavation, preventing assured statements as to their •

•/ gx,_,. exact provenience in relation to each other and the cultural materials within. This is to be
. _ ,@, contrasted with such rockshelters as the Meadowcroft Rockshelter that contain sediments

layered together with cultural materials similar to developing soils. Such sediments offer
_q" considerably more to interpretation given the higher confidence in materials provenience

and success of careful sampling for such things as soil chemistry analysis. These offer a
much greater picture regarding seasonality of use as well as a myriad of other topics of
interest to archaeologists.

Seasonality at Marines Rockshelter must be interpreted from fewer sources ofinfomaation gathered through more limited avenues. Most of the more 'advanced' (for the
day) analyses conducted at the Marmes site were done in support of Fryxell and
Daugherty's geological-focused, 'big picture' goals, rather than to further the
interpretation of the specific cultural uses of the site. This must be understood in terms of
the status of archaeological inquiry on the Plateau. Prior to the Marines site
investigations (1962-1968), only a few Plateau sites had been found that were thought to
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be older than ca. 5,000 B.C. and only one of these (Lind Coulee in the central Basin) had
been confirmed through the use of radiocarbon dating techniques. [The Plateau also
lagged behind most other areas of the United States in developing and testing cultural
chronologies] As such, Fryxelrs interest in interpretation of the Marines site was more
towards detemtining its antiquity and development of the landforms at the site, and
relating his conclusions to other landforms along the lower Snake River where he and
Daugherty had been excavating since the late 1950s. This served Fryxell's overriding
interest in contributing to the picture of landscape evolution, paleoclimate, and human
adaptation on the Plateau, but left interpreting the cultural uses of the site largely to

graduate students. Thu_nl7 soil-related_lyses con du_ctedwere grain-siz e
_alTsis and s_electsoil chemistry, st_diesfftat contributed to examining the development
of the floodplainterracein frontof the rockshelter.

Examination of the seasons of use of Marines Rockshelter through time has been taken
up by a study currently being conducted by the Confederated Tribes of the Colville
Reservation (Hicks ed. 1999, 2000[in process]). Collection methods have hampered this
effort however, as seasonally sensitive botanical infoimation is largely unavailable and

1 Ivthe predominant use of ¼ screen has resulted in an incomplete picture of the species of
fish used at the site. Faunal data is not available at this time.

._BBo_nienle,,idenee_f_beseason of use ofMarmes Rock__helter is limited to two
fruit/be __roch,c_ng _pecies and two speJes of g_assJ_ereed.Althoug--_ckberry (Celtis

/_ reticulata) pits are not numerous in the site (almost certainly due to the use of ¼ inch
• screens), their consistent presence in all of the depositional units in the rockshelter

suggests that hackberry fruits were probably us_d.Lo_r food throughout the history of the
site. Hackberry is frequent along the Snake River and probably was also trequent-aion_
t]Zi_lower Palouse River (the Marmes site is located ca. 1 mile up the Palouse River from
its confluence with the Snake River), so an abundant local supply would have been

/ available. Th_en in_lo.tes_..__er at)d persist on the trees into the winter, Many

_@_ _'-ormost hackberry pits in were brought byofth-_ Marmes Rd_ksheftefllkely there

humans, based on their number and broad areal distribution. Hackberry pits were
plentiful in the nearby McGregor and Porcupine Caves, in numbers too large to be
accounted for solely by rodent activity (Mastrogiuseppe 1994, 1995).

"_The of two wild cherry (Prunus emarginata or P. virginiana) pit fragments is apresence
minimal representation in the analyzed sample from the Marmes site (Mastroguiseppe
1999) but this also may be a result of the use of ¼ inch screens in excavation. Cherries
were eaten by early people in the area and cherry pits were present in large numbers in
other Palouse River rockshelters (Mastrogiuseppe 1994, 1995). Wherever they grow,
wild cherries have been gathered for food. Wild cherries ripen in late summer and _fall.

;_ The siEngleitem of cordage in the analysis sample is made from twisted stems/attached
leaves of sedges (Car-expellita or C. vesicaria). Sedges were the most common material
used to create the medium width and coarse cordage found at the excavated sites in the
Palouse Canyon/Snake River vicinity (Endacott 1992; Mallory 1966; Mastrogiuseppe
1994, 1995). Sedges were available locally and typically are collected in mid to late
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summer. Onlyone fro_ment ofmagin_ is prese._nt(although other samples do contain
tule fragments that appear to have come from matting). The matting fragment is a twined
selvage from a tule (Scirpus acutus) mat. A comment with the specimen ("from mat

/ area") implies that there was more matting present in the rockshelter. Tule mats were the

all-purpose textiles along the lower Palouse and Snake Rivers, being u_
_f_ '. fi:omroofing and floor mats to plates. They were also use_ to separate layers in food '

(_,.._._ s_orage_lts (probably worn mats were used for this purpose [Hicks and Morgenstein
1994]). Tules were locally available and were collected in late summer and fall.

Some plant materials have apparently been used throughout the time periods represented
by the Marines Rockshelter sediments. Western redcedar (Thujaplicata) wood was
recovered from each of the depositional units. Western redcedar does not now occur

anywhere near the Marmes site and is unlikely to have occurred near there during the
time periods represented by cultural materials at the site. t_:_.eue.__the
aP.gbu_seRiver _g;l esDeciall._._0nthe Clearwater/Snake River drainages there are stands of
westem redcedar. Since this tree prefers mo]st-'_a ff_tS, many of these stands occur on
_s, and drift togs would have been relatively common. All of the
western redcedar in the vicinity of the Marines site would have been carried in from

distant areas either by the rivers or by humans; its presence within the site deposits is
almost certainly a result of human transportation, at least from the river banks.

Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) wood was collected from both pre- and post-
Mazama ash fall depositional units. There may have been some Dou_glas-fir growing on
cooler slopes/floors of canyons near the Marmes site during less @limatic phases,
although the scarcity of this wood in the deposits suggests otherwise. It is more likely
that this wood, like western redcedar, was carried to the area by water or by people.

-_ Excavation methods have severely limited interpretation of the extent that fish
q, contributed to the cultural use of the Marmes site. The use of ¼ inch screen would have

allowed many of the bones of small fish specie] and juvenile specimens of larger fish
species to escape recording. As such, considerations of the relative abundance of fish
taxa in the site should be treated at the nominal scale.

The rockshelter fish fauna shows that a range offish taxa were used by people occupying
the rockshelter (Butler 2000). Fish remains were identified in each of the stratigraphic
units spanning the Holocene record of occupation, indicating that fish played some part in
subsistence activities for the 10,000 years the site was used. Both resident freshwater
and anadromous fishes are present, suggesting that past people were generalized in their
fishing practices. Ptychocheilus oregonensis (northern pike minnow) was the dominant
freshwater species represented; Catostomus macrocheilus (largescale sucker) was the

_- sole species of sucker present. Large-bodied salmonids (Oncorhynchus), almost certainly

_ from migratory runs, represented 13.7% of the collection and a single specimen from

/sturgeon was present.

The early Holocene record shows that small freshwater fishes were targeted for capture.
The species identified occupy a range of river, stream and lake habitats, including slow
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and fast moving water, deep pools and shallows; their preference is relatively wmm
water. Peamouth tend to occupy the warmest water, favoring deep water during the
winter and moving inshore during spring and summer. Catostomus species are bottom
fishes, feeding on algae or bottom dwelling invertebrates. They occupy quiet areas in the
backwaters or edges of the main current of streams. During spawning season of
largescale sucker, which occurs usually in April or May, large schools are found occurs
in shallow water along river edges.

The Palouse River probably never supported anadromous salmon runs due to the
_ f¢ presence of a2.Q0 1_ just6 miles above its mouth; the nearest source of these fish

• _, for Marmes site Occupants would be a mile away in the Snake River. Vast numbers of

k._ ._t,_}.t spring and summer runs of chinook used the S_nakelLiver upriver from the Palouse River

L/_,_ _/_// as a passage way to spawning grounds in tributary rivers and streams; the fall runchinook used extensive spawning habitat in the main stem Snake River between the
Palouse River and Hells Canyon. Ethnographic records show that salmon fishing was
extremely productive at the confluence of the Palouse and Snake Rivers (Ray 1975).

.X_y_!_i!_; It is widely accepted that _ Plateau people made increasing

. u_e of salmon, including as a stored resource. Gustafson notes Salmonid vertebrae and
other tish-_eemains sometimes are abundant (particularly in the storage pit areas--Units VI
and VII)" (1972: 106). In Butler's (2000) analyzed sample from Marmes Rockshelter
salmonid remains are most common in Unit V where they represent over 60% of the fish

_ fauna. Perhaps the higher frequency of salmon in Unit V, which provided a radiocarbon /7
-__ date of 4250 +/- 300 BP (Sheppard et al. 1987), signals the stored use of this resource. L

fq.(, _In conclusion_.thc co!_ctive information on seasonalitv curremly agailable indi_tes _;hat
d t 9'_ //the site wasm'Fotentially)used year-rounjd (i e i_ntified resources are available in atleast a

Oql_ \\_ \_ pomon ot al_'e,e,_c_a_¢).However, a more critical assessment of this mformatmn suA_gests
_I,' O summer ' " r to the use of the site for storage (prior to the Mazama "'7 ca¢_"_'r'l_

_0_' ash fall). Immediate p__t-M_-,m_ ,_o,_o.fthe sfte appears li-mited to burials. Later, the /dA/_ _a/'_
_'./'_,_"_ site s predornir_ant use was for limited occupation,-, foo_storage _mdperhaps preparatmn /-L_. n,,

of resources for storage; storage would have made it possible for any season's resources _[e _¢P;[Ji
to be introduced into the site's cultural deposits. . z-_ lg¢

I_'1,_
Having presented the limited information available from data that is sensitive to qJ_'l
seasonality of use of Marines Rockshelter, we take this opportamlty to put the question of

_t_ seasonal versus "continuous" occupation to some scrutiny. While this may representinfoimation typically offered in undergraduate 'Introduction to Archaeology' courses, we
believe it should be in the record of these events, if only so that this perspective not be

°ver °°k U'
be_._use a site is used in the same s-eason year after year, doesn't prove that it is the same (_

_¢_'°x_@k,._,,_' The underlying'--d-evil's-adv°eate argument in Dr" McManam°n's statement is: "_m's/- /
group of people tha_t,.,,.d it, a._d tl_;6-reSi c.an'tpe'asse_ coh_inu_v_soccupafibn:-
Tl_-ereare several points tO t_macle_about such as assertxon_ : _
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- Archaeology_ almost never_proves anything. Like many other fields of study (e.g.,
physics, astronomy, paleontology, meteorology, psychology, biology) where the evidence
is often ephemeral and relies on our interpretation of limited physical evidence,
_ch.aeology builds onthe available physical evidence bzdevelopin _ hypothesess__
(_ explanations) that may account for that evidence. In all fields, having multiple
working hypotheses to test data sets against is considered best and necessary. But not all
working hypotheses carry the same weight. Those that have been found to best interpret
data sets through well-described studies time and again, especially from multiple culture

areas, are considered to have stood the test of time, and it is reasonable that they be cited
as the closest thing to explanations (or 'proof) that arc_ can offer. -- -

o.f__.. _ (- - for mobile foraging groups, which is the settlement and subsistence pattern asserted for
,o.,_" _¢ _theP.La_tea_e'inquestlon,se_ationofasiteis_asaermanentas _ ._

occ_._upationgets. The widely cited description of mobile forage_ is _at of people who
_r, _1°¢ move their social unit relatively continuously in search of food and other resources. That

I movement is d._ictnted hy their knowledge of resource location, and_the extent of the .__-gr.oup'smnw_mentLap_ximates its 'bnmeL t_rrito_vj Mofaile forager adaptation, then, is

the knowledge of re_-ource locations and the scheduling ofagroup movements to take best
advantage of those.-re,so_rces inagiven year (or sc_0:_nr,,1_,_md), with variation in annual

"x__._k /" resource productivity introduced by such natural factors as weather, fire, prey population
,, __e variation, etc. and such cultural factors as resource maintenance (e.g., intentional

burning), social choices within the human group, etc. 2_eW,'ning to the s.._e resource
are._ayear after year fas indicated by archaeological deposits) asserts kno_
dependab_iw of the resource at that loca_on, an awareness that comes in time to people

5(__ that_cc,_,,py _ te_tory. Where _rchaeo[og]cal mate_aqs indicate u-se of'a site through

time (e.g., consistent or only gradually changing tool styles, presence of the same

resources in cultural contexts), that awareness, and the stable f_attem and
foraging population it implies, can be asserted as one aspect of interpretation of the site.

Topic Two - Relationship between Marines Rockshelter and other lower Snake River
sites

It was shown in the CCT's initial tclaim_aacket that there are many recorded
archaeological sites _dong the lower'P_nake River that collectively indicate continuity of

occupatipn o_the area. In particular, the periods of occupation of these sites overlap
throughout the last !0,000 veals indic__a_g _nos!g',.;ficant break in occupation of the,
region. In addition, the tool assemblages found in these sites reflect the phase

"_-_mblages described in Leonlaardy and Rice's (1970) cultural chronology indicating
tk. that the sites were used by the region's tool-making occupants.

'\ . Z . . .
J ltle post-Wmdust Phas_((Lconhardy and Rice 1970) archaeological plcture for the

]Plateau is describ-ed _-_,_lly _s one of cultural_continuitvxas in_licate_dby only gra_la!
/ ch.._ges in_gy, settlement pa_rns, and resource _e (Bense 1972;
( Broff'm_ and Munsell 196-- - " - -9; Campbell 1985; Rice 1972). Whil_eperceived_changes in
t., certain tool fo,iis can always be argued as indicative of some change in cultural
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behavior, without" _c°rresnondino.... evidence of pooulation displacement_ it_would be "J-_'--_-_e_f_,o*
gresponsible to assert that itis due toreplacement. In addition, changes in the form of -.-, _w, _k,
spemfic"tools wl.thout"changes in the rest of the tool assemblage assigned to a phase --/_ _L_'_:Y"

. \._,, would argue for m-sltu adaptation or adoption of a new foim through diffusion, q-b

Q_,_ I _ The overlapping dates of site usage, in combination with a long-standing pattern of only
3o _c0g" [ 7 gradual changes in tool fomls that do not correspond with a widespread break in use of

_.,_ _O, . _ occupation sites at a given time period on the Lower Snake River would appear to rule

;/_'_ _Lout population displacement as an explanation.

''x,_,ff I\/t" As far as establishing relationships between these sites and the Marmes site, intersite
._ X_ "-) archaeological relafionship_xel2..pn similarities _fculmral materials. This is bome out in

.., / the lower Snake River region in that none of the _ther than that
X,_. _l "Xdescribed in " e (1970)cultural seauence, which is probably why it , "l

k_ q has stood f_ 30 years. The Marmes siteis unique in this area in thai it has a continuous /J_I.
'g,_k. .t_t/_ cultural record and it has been excavated; no other sites share both of these _ 1

._ ½_ characteristics. , " ' terials must b_r.nrnp_rcd with pnrtions of the_ C4
_( Marm_a.cza,s. _e,is _ uu,c at-4eagth In Leonhardy and Rice (1970) ._ndwxll not , [ _/'/_,_t,

-- \ / be duplicated here_;_LLeonhardyand Rice (1970) is enclose_. ' --"---'--, _4_f" OJ'_,'.

gg"{_"//- ??et;x=p_eildPrrecS2nnnted_h-ere _; biplicata)shell is found in a number I_ "<x_'
_v " " ponents'along the lOWMSnal_e River. In particular, Olivella shells r.'_ c_) /

,t_ ,6' _ ith the sNr_s ground off were recovered r_es Rockshelter (Units I and II,ca. \',,3 /_

i__ _! 9,000-- 10,000 BPi(Breschini 1979; Rice 1969), Alpowa/45-AS-78 (Early Cascade \ / /
k,k _ _ _17 subphase, ca. 8,000 - 7,000 BP)(Brauner 1976), Granite Point/45-WY-41 (Area C, ca.

g_ _x2a_ 9,000- 6,700 BP)(Leonhardy 1968, 1970), Tucarmon/45-CO-1 (Assemblage 2, ca }
.a (q'V_e 6,500-4,000 BP)(Nelson 1966) and in the Orondo Rockshelter/45-DO-59 (ca. 6,500- , ff

_g r_ 2,000 BP)(Gunkel 1961). At the Tucannon Site, this pattern of grinding off the spire _ _,/

, _- ,_ continues into the Current Era (Erickson 1990)_ Thus, this particular method ofprepari'ng
a specific artifact type is found in multiple sites an-ffover_long period of tim_.

x/ _ Topic Three - Posited changes in procurement of obsidian through time

_'¢ /_ The changes in methods of procurement of obsidian through time asserted by Hess

) (1997) as noted in Dr. McManamon's letter follow easily, from the orominen_ettlement

/ _ [. _ subsistence pattern working hYPothe_sL%fofortheplzleau of gradual dec reasin_ mobility

_c_._'_l?J?')_\"--ancllnere_in_-P°°ulmi°n durinlRthe Hnlocene.... Together with increasing_intensificati0n_
llfsubsistence resources and storage comes in_creased sed_ _an_f¢.s_g

_xCj it'el-_f"a_'lh_'plthtall_s°'2"!lage _" a i"_ive galrn°n t_shin _nttern described as the_c _Plateau Culture' (cf. Swanson1962, P_y 1933)._

The presence of out-of-area items in Plateau archaeological sites demonstrates that the
// acquisition of such materials (e.g., lithic materials, shells, Euroamerican goods) occurred

beginning early on in prehistory and continued through to the historic era. Olivella shells
'_ from the Pacific Coast to the west and obsidian from Whitewater Ridge in south-central
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/

movement of localized resources. With increasing sedentism and an increased focus on
• / / certain food resources (and therefore certain resource locations), long trips (prior to

k_'_ / obtaining the horse in ca. 1730) to obtain out-of-area non-subsistence resources at the
._ _ / source may have become less practical than obtalmng those items at trading centers (e g,

_g¢ _;_¢,t_., the Dalles, Kettle Falls) m the course of trading subsistence items.

_[ _ _"I-.._We would suggest that Dr.j_cManamon s 'devil's advocate' statement that Dr. Hess's

xz,_, _"\" (1997) study of changes i_,,_or_ictJan artifact form as_stanc_ from source increases can
,t['_,._ ._'_ f seen_to conclude that_"a continued p.resence of a material such asobsidian m_y.., reflect¢. . .. -- ... . .. .
• _ .,t / different patterns of procurement, mobdlty, and grpou lnteractlon ISa__semanti(" - _') 0

• c_- _ _ sommersaultof what the slaldy actually says. Dr. Hess (personal.communication A,_ t t_"
_N_' _ \2000) has clarified that the force for chan_e in the obsidian _rfifact fc_ s is an economic \

", .... rm
.one. nota charme in the people seekiEg obsidian. The overall economic ch/ang_ i_ a---__.... ) \

V- _gradual change over time from dirf..c_rog..c_u_eme_tefeb._an by small, _obile foraging ") ) \
_<r _ _groups in pre-Mazama times, to t_.lz%uringthe bulk of obsidi_through tra_--_k_-----'_1_ --.

,_,u ,/ - ,\_ established trade networks. Hess (1997) asserts that the impetus for the ec_nnnrniech_qf,e_c'" ,_
)'_..,_ _ C/_ is in-s'itu population pressure that led to greater sedentism, intensification of the use of a 7

x_;"_ - • smaller subsistence resource base, and reliance on trade for out-of-area materials such as . k_l-
..r )" _k_/_iN_iimes_-f,--._ arclaaeological evidence describe th]'s nattern on the' Plateau. - k,_13-

0o" . __ r -. ,_,,___)
_/_ Hess also hypothesizes that warn xncreasecl population and greater sedentism, a stronger

0 ( / sense of territoriality developed, creating barriers to direct procurement of obsidian (and
other relatively rare items and materials) from many sources. H_ it is the
c_bo_ facters t_a_.led to changed "pattems of pr.ocurement, mobility,
a_l__ction." These are cultural behaviors that are manifest as a result of

multiple social and economic factors that Hess does not assert would be responsive to the
desirability of a single lithic material type5

Intuitively, it seems that the transition from direct procurement of obsidian to obtaining
obsidian through trade would have changed certain aspects of obsidian representation in
archaeological sites rather than maintaining them consistently through time. As obsidian
became more of a trade item than an item directly procured as Hess indicates, it is
expected that much of that trade would have occurred at trading centers which were the
anchors of the growing trade networks. One might hypothesize that obsidian from
sources closest to the trading centers would become the predominant material types
traded. Over time this would show up in the archaeological record as a decrease in the
number of sources used or at least an increase in the percentage of certain obsidian types
in more sites through time.

In regards to direct procurement, we note that the Whitewater Ridge obsidian source is
nearly two hundred miles south of Marines Rockshelter and the nearest source of Olivella
shell is nearly three hundred miles west. In addition, Haliotis sp., while found along the
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Oregon coast, becomes abundant only in the warmer waters off California (Erickson
1990). All three of these materials are found in Marmes deposits that date to the Late Pre
Mazama period during which direct procurement of obsidian is hypothesized by Hess. It
cannot be asserted that all of these materials came to the Marmes site by direct
procurement. And it also cannot be asserted that the continued presence of any of these
three materials in a Plateau site with a long chronological sequence by itself represents a
change in patterns of procurement, mobility, and group interaction. Such an assertion
would have to be buttressed with associated changes in these and other archaeological
materials in the site to be considered demonstrative. For example, for the continued
presence of obsidian to be used to assert a change in procurement patterns, an
archaeologist would have to demonstrate the changes in the tool forms and wear patterns
asserted by Hess (1997) and discount all other ways that these forms and wear could have
occurred. For the continued presence of obsidian to be used to assert a change in
mobility, an archaeologist would have to demonstrate how such a change in mobility is
also reflected in the changes in material technology that would be expected with such a
major lifeway change (in this case increased sedentism) and the consequent use of
different subsistence resources. For the continued presence of obsidian to be used to
assert a change in group interaction, an archaeologist would have to demonstrate changes
in socially sensitive material culture and/or site structure. The continued presence of a
single archaeological material rarely indicates change, particularly in such culture
dependent behaviors as "patterns of procurement, mobility, and group interaction."

To conclude, by itself, continued presence of obsidian in a site may actually indicate very
little. Changes in such things as procurement patterns, mobility, and group interactions
would have widespread effects throughout the cultural group that would be discernible in
the archaeological record. On the Plateau, the hypothesized changes in procurement
patterns, mobility, and group interactions occurred over thousands of years and generally
are observable in the archaeological record. Whether related to obsidian procurement or
other cultural activities, there is no well-founded basis for an assertion of other than in-
situ cultural development.
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